
AEROGREEN AC-10 RUST REMOVER AND METAL PREP 

READY WIPES 

AEROGREEN AC-10 Rust Remover and Metal Prep Removes rust from metal surfaces 
and prepares the surfaces for new protec�ve coa�ngs.  Ideal for all Industrial, Automo�ve, 
Agriculture, Transporta�on Industries and Marine Industries.
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METAL SURFACES

 Underlying Rust  Rust under Paint

On Galvanized:  AC-10 Improves the adhesion b. y removing the passiva�on film on the surface. 

AEROGREEN AC-10 Rust Remover and Metal Prep   is a  
phosphoric acid and detergent blend formulated to clean metal 
surfaces, remove rust, and profile steel, cast iron, galvanized 
metals, zinc, high polished aluminum prior to paint or to 
prepare a surface for a subsequent chemical coating, including 
liquid, and powder coating finishing systems. 

For use in Wipe on Wipe off Preparation of Surface Prior to Painting 
The rust must be removed to prepare the surfaces prior to pain�ng 
or applying new protec�ve coa�ngs or the rust will con�nue to 
grow under the coa�ng. 
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AC-10 Rust Remover

1. Wipe surface using a AC10 Ready
Wipes to remove all surface contaminates.

2. Turn the cloth constantly as you clean
to prevent wiping surface with a
contaminated side and to prevent cross
contamination of soils from one area to
the next

3. Use enough wipes to leave the surface
visibly wet.

4. Wipe surface dry with clean cloth, No
rinsing is necessary.

5. Once the surface is dry the metal is
ready for the coa�ng  to be applied.

 Etching High Polished Aluminum: 
1. Use a clean  AEROGREEN AC-10 Ready
Wipe to  Wipe a small area at a me with the 
dampened cloth.
2. Wipe dry the same are with using a second
clean, lint free cloth to insure  the surface is 
dry and no residue is left on the surface

AEROGREEN AC-10 AVAILABLE IN CONCENTRATE  AND IN A VARIETY OF SIZES: For 
use in steam cleaning/ pressure washing , cold or heated dip tanks or immersion tanks.  
Especially for   heavy or sever rusted or areas where pitting has begun.

Using AEROGREEN with a nylon scrub pad dipped into the concentrated AEROGREEN AC-10 
to remove the rust from the pitted area as you wet sand and smooth the surface with the nylon 
pad.  Follow by using a clean dry cloth to to dry the surface and prevent rust from reoccurring 

SAFETY/CAUTION:  Rubber gloves are recommended to prevent drying of the skin. Goggles 
are recommended to protect eyes if splashing is expected.  Harmful if swallowed. Avoid ge�ng 
into eyes. If contact occurs, flush with running water. If irrita�on persists, get medical a�en�on. 
May cause dryness of skin with prolonged use, wash hands with cold water and apply a hand 
lo�on.  

For Cleaning All Types of Metal:  Clean, 
prep and prepare metal surfaces for paint 
or powder coat and all types of finishes  

On Steel: AC-10 Removes rust and flash 
rust from steel surfaces and leaves a 
corrosion inhibi�ng residue which prevents 
rus�ng aids in coating adhesion.

FOR USE ON MILD STEEL, CAST IRON, 
ALUMINUM, GALVANIZED METAL, COPPER, 
NICKLE, BRASS, AND MAGNESIUM 

Removing Welding Splatter:  To clean, prep 
and prepare freshly-welded metal for paint or 
powder coat  finishes to promote excellent 
paint adhesion.   
Wipe surface as soon as the surface is 
cool enough to touch with AEROGREEN 
AC-10 Ready Wipe.  Follow by a dry clean 
cloth to wipe dry.  
Galvanized: Improves the adhesion by 
removing the passiva�on film on the surface. 

Direction For Use: 


